ABSTRACT Short texts play an important role in our daily communication. It has been applied in many fields. In this paper, we propose a novel short text similarity measurement algorithm-based long short-term memory (LSTM) encoder. It contains preprocessing, training, and evaluating stages. Our preprocessing algorithm can avoid gradient vanishing problems in the process of backward propagation faster after normalization. The training stage fully leverages the inception module to extract the features of different dimensions and improves the LSTM network to process the relationships of word sequences. The evaluating stage employs cosine distance to calculate the semantic similarity of two short texts. We do experiments on two short text dataset of different lengths and analyze the experiment result. The experiment result shows that our algorithm can fully employ semantic information and sequence information of short texts and have a higher accuracy and recall compared to other short text similarity measurement algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Short texts play an important role on our daily communication. It has been applied in many fields, like search engine [1] , question answer system [2] , text classification [3] , machine translation [4] , information retrieval [5] and more. If two words have a similar character sequence, they are similar lexically. On the contrary, they are similar semantically if two words have similar meanings [6] . However, how to measure similarities between two short texts is still a tough issue. Many scholars have done researches on it.
Some approaches have been proposed for short text similarity. They contain a lexical match, knowledge base, bag of word model, and Neural network. Lexical match mainly compares character similarities between two short texts according to edit distance [7] , largest common subsequence distance, Jaccard similarity coefficient [8] , or lexical overlap [9] . However, since a lexical match doesn't consider the semantic information of word and between words in a short text, the effect of lexical match is limited. For example, the literals of synonyms are different, but their meanings are the same. WordNet [10] - [15] and Wikipedia 1 are the most commonly used knowledge bases in comparing short text similarity. 1 https://www.wikipedia.org/ But they're not available to all languages, and domainspecific terms. Bag of Word Model (BOW) was built based on distributional hypothesis in which words that occur in the same contexts tend to have similar meanings. The basic idea of BOW was that text was represented as a combination of a series of words. Taking semantic levels into considered, BOW mainly included vector space model [16] , latent semantic analysis [17] , and latent Dirichlet Allocation [18] . But these three algorithms don't consider the order of terms in text. For example, ''people hit dog'' and ''dog hit people'' are the same text from the view of BOW, but in the fact they have different meanings. Neural network is a new hot research direction in NLP. Word2Vec model [19] is a shallow Neural network. When short text was fed into Word2Vec model, word vectors were generated. The essence of word vectors was that low-dimensional real vectors are trained from unlabeled unstructured text. The distance of these word vectors represents two texts' similarity. However, the order of words is not taken into account either.
In this paper, we propose a novel short text similarity measurement algorithm based LSTM autoencoder. Only unlabeled text data is required in the algorithm. This algorithm is divided into three stages: preprocessing, training, and evaluating. We preprocess and normalize text data during the preprocessing stage. In training stage, we leverage inception module [20] to extract different sizes of convolution feature. Besides, we also improve LSTM network in order to use sequence information. Lastly, we employ cosine distance to calculate vector distance between two short texts in evaluating stage. In conclusion, the main contributions of this paper is as follows:
. It proposes a novel normalization algorithm to preprocess short text. . It improves LSTM cell to control whether choose to forget the information accumulated before. . It proposes a new algorithm computing the short unlabeled text similarity based LSTM autoencoder. . It only requires unlabeled short text data. . It solves semantic similar problems for word sequences of text.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe related work. We introduce our algorithm based LSTM encoder in Section 3. The experiments are presented in Section 4. We analyze the experiment result in two datasets in Section 5. In Section 6, the conclusion and future work are given.
II. RELATED WORK
There are many scholars researching short text similarity. We can classify their work into four kinds.
A. LEXICAL MATCH
Lexical match refers to compare two short texts according to the extent to which two short texts contain similar characters. The more the same characters or words two short texts contain, the more similar they are. There have been several methods proposed currently. Edit distance is the first algorithm to calculate the similarity of short texts. The main idea of edit distance [7] is to calculate transform times from the first short text changing to the second short text. The transform includes inserting, deleting or replacing a character. However, the largest common subsequence distance is the edit distance with inserting or deleting only. And it also counts the transform times in two short texts. Jaccard similarity coefficient [8] is also a practical short text similarity algorithm. It calculates the ratio of the intersection and union of two short texts. The larger the value is, the more similar the two texts are. When it comes to massively parallel computing, the algorithm has certain advantages in efficiency. TF-IDF is the most commonly used algorithm that computes the term frequency of every word and inverse document frequency in the whole corpus. We count all the words in two short text as a vector. Then, we calculate TF-IDF value of every word in short text as every dimension the vector above. Lastly, we compute the consine distance of two short text vector. This consine distance represents two short texts' similarity. Due to lexical match doesn't take semantic information into account, we can't compute the similarity just depending on lexical match.
B. KNOWLEDGE BASE
The knowledge base is a system to store and query structured information. Currently, many knowledge bases have been proposed, such as Wikipedia, WordNet, DBpedia, YAGO. The common knowledge bases to calculate short text similarity are Wikipedia and WordNet. The earliest using Wikipedia to calculate semantic similarity is WikiRelate! proposed by Strube and Ponzetto [21] . They searched the pages related with terms and got category tree by extracting terms' category. Finally, computing semantic similarity was based on extracted pages and paths along the category taxonomy. Reference [22] proposed Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) method that represented the meaning of texts in a highdimensional space of concepts derived from Wikipedia and represented term as a weighted vector of Wikipedia-based concepts. By comparing the corresponding vectors using conventional metrics (e.g., cosine), ESA computed semantic relatedness. The model was easy to use and robust. Witten and Milne [23] used the hyperlink structure rather than category hierarchy or textual content in Wikipedia in order to balance efficiency and accuracy.
C. BAG OF WORD MODEL
Bag of Word Model is a representation way of text. It regards texts as the set of words and doesn't the order of word.The next are a few models that have been proposed. Vector space modele [16] is that every text is represented as a real vector in the model. N documents form an n-dimensional real-valued vector space, in which every dimension corresponds to terms in a text, two texts' similarity is calculated by two dimensional distance (i.e., cosine distance). Vector space model is a simple linear algebra model, but it has some limitations. For example, term order occurring to the document can't be expressed by vector. The texts with similar context but different terms have a bad similarity. Latent semantic analysis [17] models term and document to the same concept space. It constructs a matrix in which row indicates the word and column represents document. The similarity between word and word is compared by calculating the cosine distance or the dot product between the two vectors. The latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [18] topic model is a three-layer Bayesian probability model. It models the topic of text to get topic distribution of text, and computes text similarity according to the topic distribution. These three algorithms didn't consider the order of term in text.
D. NEURAL NETWORK
Neural network is made up of multiple layer neural units. In general, it includes one input layer, one or more hidden layers, and one output layer. The Word2Vec model [19] is a shallow Neural network that is used to generate word embedding. The Word2Vec model contains three layers: input layer, hidden layer, output layer. Word vector is just the value of middle hidden layer. It has two architectures: Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) and Skip-gram. CBOW model predicts the current word from context words. However, Skip-gram predicts context words from the current word. Reference [24] combined different dimensional word vectors that were trained by different algorithms, different corpus, different parameter settings, and got a classifier by supervised learning algorithm, lastly got a unlabeled text similarity score. Reference [25] presented a novel method to compute short text similarity that calculated the Word Mover's Distance (WMD) from all words in a text ''travel'' to corresponding word in another text. And this method was straightforward implemented and didn't need any hyperparameter. Reference [26] improved WMD algorithm and proposed a Supervised-WMD (SWMD) algorithm that applied to supervised text.
III. SHORT TEXT SIMILARITY ALGORITHM BASED LSTM ENCODER
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) is a kind of neural network whose input is sequence data (x 1 , . . . , x T ) and connections between nodes form a directed graph along a sequence. It is widely used in natural language processing (NLP), speech recognition, and generating image descriptions recently. The input of the hidden layer includes not only the output of the input layer but also the output of the hidden layer at the previous moment. The equation is S t = f(U*X t + W*S t−1 ), in which X t is the input at time t, U is the weight matrix from input to current hidden state, W is the weight matrix from previous hidden state to current hidden state, f is activation function. However, RNN has gradient vanishing problems in which the gradients grow vanishingly small over long sequences in backpropagated process to make gradientbased training learning algorithms difficult for long distance learning. To solve gradient vanishing, long short term memory (LSTM) [27] comes into being. LSTM is a variant of RNN that can learn long-term dependencies. Hidden unit is only a single neural network layer unit in RNN. However, LSTM hidden unit is composed of a memory cell, an input gate, an output gate and a forget gate. Memory cell is used for storing a value or multiple values, input gate decides how many values enter the unit, output gate decides how many values output from unit, forget gate decides whether value remains in the unit.
Autoencoder is an unsupervised artificial learning neural network. It also has one input layer, one or more hidden layers, and one output layer. The output of output layer will fit the input of input layer as much as possible. It essentially compresses features and then decompresses them. It is mainly used for data dimensionality reduction and feature extraction. It is now also used in generative models and made up of encoder and decoder. In general, the output of encoder is used as the feature of data. Figure 1 is Schematic diagram of autoencoder.
To leverage semantic information and sequence information of short text, we propose a new algorithm based LSTM encoder to calculate short text similarity. It doesn't require labeling short text. Unlabeled short text can directly feed In preprocessing stage, we want to get vector representation of short texts. Firstly, we need to transform short text to vector format by Word2ec or GloVe [28] . Due to the value of every dimension after Word2ec doesn't have a fixed range, we pay attention to the direction rather than the length of the word vector. Besides, normalization can avoid gradient vanishing problems in the process of backward propagation. In order to make our autoencoder algorithm converge faster and unify the input size of autoencoder, we need to normalize the word vector. Algorithm 1 below is our preprocessing algorithm: We will assign a matrix variable 'predict' which its dimension is the same as the word vector in the first step. Secondly, we initialize the variables using zero. Then, we get the norms of every word vector in corpus and find the largest norm 'max_x'. Lastly, we calculate the normalized word vector by equation is that every dimension is between 0 and 1 and the mean value is 1/2. Moreover, we will truncate different size of short text into the same length for ease of calculation. When the length of short text is less than fixed length, we will add empty characters after the short text. The concrete equation is:
B. TRAINING THE WORD VECTORS OF SHORT TEXT
In training stage, our model employs autoencoder structure. We employ inception module [20] to extract more features in encoder part. As shown in Figure 2 , inception module leverages parallel convolution structures with different sizes of convolution kernels and concentrates the result of convolution and pooling of different branches. Inception module can extract short text features of different dimensions due to different sizes of convolution kernels. When convolution, we employ the ''same'' padding mode to make full use of edge text information. After convolution, we use the relu activation function to add nonlinear features. The formula is
Moreover, we improve LSTM network in order to use word sequence information fully in short text. The state of current input information can't affect the output information of output gate. We increase the connection from current input gate to output gate to control what every cell outputs. We combine forget gate and input gate to a new update gate. In this case, forget gate and input gate decide to forget and add new information together. Forget can be excuted when input. When forget certain information, new value can be added to the current state. LSTM network can choose to forget the information accumulated before. The improved LSTM cell is showed in Figure 3 . In t moment, the update of LSTM is as follows: 
The output of encoder is vector representation of short text. Decoder part use opposite structure, and is symmetrical with the encoder part. In our model, we employ adadelta optimizer that can adjust the learning rate automatically. The formula is:
And we use binary cross-entropy cost function. The formula is:
When the loss value of our model doesn't fall and has saturated, training stage ends. The output of encoder is the vector of short texts. Figure 4 is our LSTM autoencoder model.
C. EVALUATING THE SHORT TEXT SIMILARITY
To compare the similarity between two short texts, we will use cosine distance to calculate semantic similarity of two short text. The concrete steps is that we calculate the vector VOLUME 7, 2019 of every short text respectively firstly. Then, computing the cosine distance of two vectors. The distance lies in 0 and 1. And the mean value is 1/2. If the cosine distance of the two vectors is closer to 1, they are more similar. Otherwise, vice versa. The similarity formula is
vec1 represents the vector of the first short text and vec2 represents the vector of the second short text.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. GOAL
In this experiment, we want to compute the accuracy and recall of short text similarity algorithm for different sizes of short text and compare with short text similarity with LSTM encoder algorithm. Lastly, we analyze the reason of different algorithm performances.
B. DATASET
In this experiment, we measure on short texts of different lengths. We use two datasets: MSR Paraphrase Corpus dataset [29] , [30] and Quora QR (Question Pairs) dataset. Quality indicates whether two sentences are semantically similar. In our experiment, we employ training set of corpus as training set. Because our model just need unlabeled data. We divide every pair of sentences into two sentences. Therefore our training set contains 9152 pieces of sentences. Besides, our testset just contains test set that its quality is 1 in MSR Paraphrase Corpus test set. The number is 1147 pairs of dataset. Quora Question Pairs 2 is a new public question pair dataset recently. Because Quora as a knowledge sharing website doesn't allow similar questions to appear twice. For example, the question ''Which country have the largest population in the world'' has been asked. When other user publish the question ''What is the most populous country all over the world'', the system will give warning message: ''the question is duplicate''. Quora QR (Question Pairs) dataset contains 404302 pairs of questions. Every pair's format is 'id qid1 qid2 question1 question2 is_duplicate', when is_duplicate is 0, it represents that two question not similar. When is_duplicate is 1, it represents that two question is similar. There are 149263 similar question pairs in total. We randomly divide the data set into a training set, test set according to a ratio of 4:1. Finally, we look for the most similar question for every question in testset.
We train our Word2ec model on an Ubuntu 16.04 server with CPU (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v4 @ 2.10GHz) and 64G memory. At the beginning, we will use gensim's Word2ec algorithm 3 to train word of short text. We set 300 dimensions for every word. The window size of Word2ec is 5. When frequency of word is less than 5, we will ignore it (i.e. min_count = 5). For those words that are not in the training set but in the testset, we map each such word to a random vector. In this case, some specific words such as people name, address name, have specific meanings. Next, we need to normalize word's vectors that were trained in last step. The result is that all vectors lie in between 0 and 1. Short texts have different lengths, most are between 30 and 40 words. In order to unify the length of the input, we only cut the first 35 words of each short text in MSR Paraphrase Corpus dataset (short text of 35 words or less, we fill in 0) and cut the first 15 words of each short text in Quora QR dataset.
After this point, preprocessing is complete. Then, we start training LSTM encoder model. In encoder part, we use inception convolution module that employs various sizes of convolution kernels to extract features. And LSTM network with 256 dimensions is applied. The output of LSTM is the result of encoder and is a vector of 256 dimensions. Figure 5 is the encoder structure of autoencoder. Encoder part contains inception module and LSTM network. Inception module employ four-way convolution or maxpool, then concatenates result of every way. Finally, pass the result vector to LSTM. In decoder part, the output of encoder is the input of decoder. So we repeat 32 times of the output of encoder. The dimension of input of decoder is two dimensions of matrix. The first dimension is the repeated times (i.e. 32). The second dimension is the length of short text that we cut. Next, we use the reverse inception module structure showed in Figure 6 . We train 10000 batches. There are 512 short texts in every batch.
V. RESULT ANALYSIS
In this section, we will show the analysis of our experimental results.
A. MSR RESULT ANALYSIS
In our experiment, we compare our short text similarity algorithms with other algorithm like TF-IDF, edit distance. Apart from training word vectors on the MSR Paraphrase Corpus dataset, we also train word vector on the Wikipedia corpus that includes all Wikipedia article of English version whose size is about 8G. Moreover, some institutions or individuals also publish their own word vectors. For example, Google's word vector are available 4 and their dimensions are 300. Facebook's fastText 5 pre-trained word vectors are also public and their dimensions are 400, word context window is 5, negative samples are 10. We use these four kinds of word vectors as our preprocess word vectors respectively. TF-IDF computes word frequency using MSR Paraphrase Corpus dataset. Edit distance algorithm doesn't need any corpus. From the view of accuracy, we can know from Figure 7 , the effect of edit distance is the worst. It only pays attention to text similarity literally. TF-IDF leverages word frequency as similarity standard. However, word frequencies can't stand for semantic similarity. For example, Beijing and Chinese capital have a big difference in literal. But they are similar in semantics. For our short text similarity algorithm with LSTM encoder, four different preprocessing word vectors lead to different performances. The effect of word vectors based on MSR Paraphrase Corpus dataset exceeds other three training word vectors. This shows that the corpus has a great influence on the effect of the word vector. We use MSR Paraphrase Corpus test dataset that is similar with train set. Wikipedia corpus is made up of Wikipedia articles. So words appearing in Wikipedia may not be common in test dataset. This maybe a reason that the result based MSR corpus is better than based on Wikipedia.
From the view of recall of Figure 8 , the effect of our short text similarity with LSTM encoder using Wikipedia corpus is better than other algorithms. And the Facebook's WordVector is also better than MSR Paraphrase Corpus dataset. The effect of edit distance is also the worst. It may be related to the test dataset. Every short text in MSR test dataset represents the knowledge of different fields on the web. 
B. QUORA QR RESULT ANALYSIS
In Quora QR dataset, we have the same experiment condition except we remove the common stop words in preprocessing stage. Figure 9 is the accuracy chart. From the view of accuracy, the effect of LSTM encoder with Wikipedia is the optimum. The result is different from MSR dataset. Maybe the reason is that the Quora QR dataset is shorter than the MSR dataset and the stop words are removed. And Short text consists of only a few phrases. At the same time, the results of Google Word vector and Facebook are better than LSTM encoder with Quora. It is still due to the length of short texts. The effect of edit distance and TF-IDF are still superior to MSR Paraphrase Corpus dataset.
From the view of recall, as shown in Figure 10 , due to word vectors are trained by Quora QR dataset, the effect of LSTM encoder with Quora is the best. Besides, the results of other algorithms are all superior to MSR corpus. The reason is the same as the above: short text only comprise several word phrases.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm computing unlabeled short text similarity based LSTM encoder. It can fully employ semantic information and sequence information of short texts. Our algorithm includes preprocessing, training and evaluating stage. Preprocessing stage uses Word2ec method to vector every word in short texts. Besides, we propose a new normalization algorithm to avoid gradient vanishing problems in the process of backward propagation.
In training stage, our autoencoder model leverages inception module to extract more features from multiple dimensions and improves LSTM cell to learn the word sequence information of short texts and choose to forget the information accumulated before. The output of encoder is the vectors of short texts. Lastly, cosine distance is used for calculating short text similarity in evaluating stage. We conducted the experiment on two dataset: MSR Paraphrase Corpus dataset and Quora QR dataset. They represent different lengths of short text. Experiment shows that our short text similarity measure algorithm has a higher accuracy and recall on two different datasets.
For future work, we will investigate whether attention mechanism can optimize our model. Moreover, we can combine external knowledge into our model. 
